C To Present
Documentary Film Showings
In response to an overwhelming demand for the continuation of the documentary film program initiated in the fall, a series of 10 films, all different, will be shown in the Fine Arts Library. The films will be shown at 10 a.m., Monday through Friday, at the discretion of the librarian. The films will be shown in a single room, with the exception of the final film, which will be shown in the auditorium.

P Plans Weird halloween Dance
House Plans: Annual Gala Jockey Lantern Halloween Dance will be held in the ninth floor lounges of the Student Union. The theme of the dance will be "Ghost Stories," and the dance will feature a midnight ghost-story telling, plans have been made for a "lunatic dance," a "jamboree" dance, and a "ballroom" dance. The dance will be held on October 31st, and tickets will be available at the Student Union office.

College History
Wright Dedicates Exhibits
By Hilliard Gordon

An exhibition dealing with the hundred-year history of City College and the post-graduate achievements of its alumni will be opened to the public starting today in the three stories of Harris Auditorium. The exhibition will feature prominent representatives of the municipal government, as well as members of the college faculty and alumni, in attendance.

A second part of the exhibition features the accomplishments of prominent alumni of the college, among whom are George Goethals, builder of the Panama Canal; Bernard Baruch; Sam Rosen; Robert L. F. Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter; Upton Sinclair and Edward G. Robinson.

Furthermore, throughout the continental year, the exhibition will be changed and additional materials on the history of the college and other College alumni will be gathered from governmental agencies, museums, colleges and universities throughout the country.

400 Girls Wanted for Frosh Men
The freshmen of the Main Center need 400 girls to help make the President's and Freshman reception more enjoyable.

A department of Student Life has tickets for all the girls who desire to attend the reception. Tickets can also be obtained for friends of any City College co-ed. The dances will be held November 9, at 8:30 in the Uptown Gym.

Celler, Netanyahu Discuss Zionism Thursday in PBI
By Dave Silverman

Congressman Emanuel Celler and Mr. B. Netanyahu, outspoken Palestinian editor of a Zionist newspaper closed down by British authorities on four separate occasions, will speak on the turbulent situation in the Holy Land Thursday at 12:30 in the Pauline Edwards Theatre. The programs, another forum in the Hillel Society's series, will be sponsored by the Brandeis Society, affiliated with the Intergilugate Zionist Federation. Celler and Netanyahu's themes will be introduced by Hillel's chairman.

In hearing and questioning these speakers, students will be given the opportunity of obtaining firsthand information from two of the most important participants in the struggle to open the Holy Land to homeland peoples.

The program, another forum in the Hillel Society's series, will be sponsored by the Brandeis Society, affiliated with the Intergilugate Zionist Federation. Celler and Netanyahu's themes will be introduced by Hillel's chairman.

In hearing and questioning these speakers, students will be given the opportunity of obtaining firsthand information from two of the most important participants in the struggle to open the Holy Land to homeland peoples.
A Survey of Opinion

A survey made last week by members of the staff of The Ticker to gain an understanding of the student body's opinions in the matter of literature is revealed by a large majority of the students favoring a continuation of the lecture series. The contrast to last semester's inept selection is most striking.

Highly merited was the series on "The Metropolis Offers." It was viewed that the great majority of the students were highly interested in this series and would have liked an opportunity to hear further talks on this subject. The students felt that the series had a very stimulating effect on them and that it helped them to understand better the problems facing the modern city. The students felt that this series was much more interesting than last semester's series, which was viewed as a disappointment.

The students felt that the series was a success and that it should be continued. They felt that the series was a unique opportunity to learn about the city and its problems and that it would be beneficial to the students in their understanding of the city and its problems. The students felt that the series was highly merited and that it should be continued.

With the exception of a few students, the majority of the students were highly interested in this series and would have liked an opportunity to hear further talks on this subject. The students felt that the series had a very stimulating effect on them and that it helped them to understand better the problems facing the modern city. The students felt that this series was much more interesting than last semester's series, which was viewed as a disappointment.

The students felt that the series was a success and that it should be continued. They felt that the series was a unique opportunity to learn about the city and its problems and that it would be beneficial to the students in their understanding of the city and its problems. The students felt that the series was highly merited and that it should be continued.
**Talented Instructors Join School Staff**

By Elliot Press

In order to cope adequately with the predominant shattering growth of the student body, the faculty of the City College has expanded, and in some cases, doubled their staffs. The new members of the faculty who have come to instruct at City for the first time, bring with them diverse backgrounds and experiences. Among these new instructors, already have one bond in common—they all possess a desire to make a difference in the lives of students. They are ready and willing to help students on their journey of discovery. A few of these instructors have been mentioned below.

**Meet Otto Ehrlich...**

Dr. Ehrlich continued with his teaching duties while also managing the Student Life Club. He managed to escape to America.

**Meet Joseph Seal...**

Joseph C. Beal, a newcomer to the City College faculty, to teach at City. He is extremely interested in the visual presentations of economic phenomena in cartoons. His book "Uncle Sam vs. Cartoonists" has been published, and already has gained recognition from all literary circles. Presenting Joseph Seal...

**Students Broadcast To South America**

On Saturday evening Ruth Meyer and Jay Fair of Day Session announced that a national listening party to Combat Bilbo will meet in about two weeks to decide whether to join in cooperation with the City College Council or to continue its fight to combat Bilbo's banter. The students are invited to attend.

**S.A. to Contact Qualified Jrs.**

Having ascertained the scholastic eligibility of lower juniors in Sigma Alpha, the Membership and Steering Committees will sponsor a series of meetings this week to explore applications which have not been considered earlier. Applications should be submitted to the Student Life Office for additional information. Students who have a 3-year average but who did not receive applications should contact Selm Segar. There are many veterans who skipped their junior year due to military service, and others who are still in the army. Therefore, those students who have not been checked should be considered.

**Roster of Colburnight Take Notice**

Foster M. Collins, of Cornell University and University College, has announced that a nation-wide interdepartmental contest for the national championship will be held in prostate. Additional information may be obtained from the Student Life Office.

**TICKER**

**Wise Voters Needed**

A mass election rally has been scheduled by the Student Life Club A YD for October 31. Chairmen of the Bible, to maintain clubs' desire to cooperate with the newly-formed ICC and all organizations interested in planning similar programs.

**NEW! NEW!**

Something has been added to the School of Business. The Retailing Club, recently formed, is planning a social to be held Nov. 6 in Lounge D at 9 A.M. short meeting with preceding gathering.

**Religious Forum**

The Christian Association... A series of free lectures have been scheduled by the Christian Association on the "Christian Heritage," "The Church and Its Growth" and the "Differences between Religion." The first forum will be given Friday at the Union Theological Seminary by a professor of the academy.

**Correction Please**

Mr. David S. Mosecon is faculty advisor of Luskett, not of the class of '47, as previously stated. Dr. Herbert Spero continues in this advisory capacity.

**S.A. CONTACT QUALIFIED JRS.**

Having ascertained the scholastic eligibility of lower juniors in Sigma Alpha, the Membership and Steering Committees will sponsor a series of meetings this week to explore applications which have not been considered earlier. Applications should be submitted to the Student Life Office for additional information. Students who have a 3-year average but who did not receive applications should contact Selm Segar. There are many veterans who skipped their junior year due to military service, and others who are still in the army. Therefore, those students who have not been checked should be considered.

Complete applications should be submitted to the Student Life Office. These applications will be checked by the Student Life Officers on Wednesday, October 21, 1941. Applications should be complete by Friday, October 23, 1941. Applications received will be held until Saturday, October 24, 1941. Any applications received after this date will not be considered.

---

**Photo Appointment Guild of Tex.**

Photography appointments for the American Guild of Photographers, have been scheduled for Tuesday, October 21, in the Union Building. Members of the Class of '47 are invited to take advantage of this service, which will be available until Friday, October 24, 1941.

The final date for acceptance of the first payment has been set for November 1. The amount of the first payment is $40. All payments are now being taken in the Union Building, 1 to 4 P.M. at the Student Life Office. The final payment of $40 must be paid by December 31, 1941.

It is imperative that the seniors who wish to have their senior activities cards mailed to the Student Life Office so they may be sent to the graduating seniors in time to be sent to the graduating seniors in time to be sent to the graduating seniors in time.